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important input factor for energy system models, as well as commercial and political
decision-making processes. With its increasing locally installed capacity and hub
height, wind energy plays an important role when it comes to meeting climate targets
and optimizing electricity networks. Recently however, wind energy has faced more
and more social barriers and land use constraints which can negatively impact both
political goals and investment decisions. Therefore this work presents a bottom-up
methodology based on graph-theoretical considerations to account for social barriers to
estimate the socio-technical potential and the associated costs on a wind farm level.
Calculations are conducted for the German federal state of Baden-Württemberg as a
case study and are based on high resolution land use and wind speed data, using an
algorithm to place wind parks by considering further constraints relating to land use
planning. The socio-technical potential is found to be less than half that of previous
studies that neglect these constraints, i.e. between 11.8 and 29.4 TWh, with costs
between 7 and 14 €ct/kWh. A sensitivity analysis reveals a strong dependency of the
overall socio-technical potential as well as its distribution across the federal state. In
order to test the quality of the algorithm, already existing and planned wind parks were
compared to modeled wind park locations and a very good correlation could be
observed. The focus in future work should lie on the development of an economic
criterion, which unlike the LCOE is able to account for the system costs of a
widespread wind energy development, including network expansion, balancing power
and reserve energy costs.
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Abstract—Detailed information about the potentials and costs of renewable energies is an important input factor for energy
system models, as well as commercial and political decision-making processes. With its increasing locally installed capacity and
hub height, wind energy plays an important role when it comes to meeting climate targets and optimizing electricity networks.
Recently however, wind energy has faced more and more social barriers and land use constraints which can negatively impact
both political goals and investment decisions. Therefore this work presents a bottom-up methodology based on graphtheoretical considerations to account for social barriers to estimate the socio-technical potential and the associated costs on a
wind farm level. Calculations are conducted for the German federal state of Baden-Württemberg as a case study and are
based on high resolution land use and wind speed data, using an algorithm to place wind parks by considering further
constraints relating to land use planning. The socio-technical potential is found to be less than half that of previous studies that
neglect these constraints, i.e. between 11.8 and 29.4 TWh, with costs between 7 and 14 €ct/kWh. A sensitivity analysis reveals a
strong dependency of the overall socio-technical potential as well as its distribution across the federal state. In order to test the
quality of the algorithm, already existing and planned wind parks were compared to modeled wind park locations and a very
good correlation could be observed. The focus in future work should lie on the development of an economic criterion, which
unlike the LCOE is able to account for the system costs of a widespread wind energy development, including network
expansion, balancing power and reserve energy costs.

Index Terms—Power generation economics, wind energy, social barriers, cost-potential curves, potential analysis.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The German energy transition towards a more sustainable energy system is well under way. In the context of
European, national and regional energy policies and targets, the country has experienced very rapid developments in
renewable energies in recent years, due mainly to political support in the form of a feed-in tariff. In 2013, the federal state
government of Baden-Württemberg enacted a law obligating itself to reduce greenhouse gases by 25% and 90% by 2020
and 2050 respectively, in comparison to 1990 [1]. To achieve these goals, a strategy paper was published in 2014
specifying aims for each sector (e.g. energy) and setting up an action plan [2].
In this strategy paper, renewable energies play an important role on the way into a decarbonized future energy system.
For onshore wind energy this means targets in the region of 6.4 TWh in 2020 and 18.0 TWh in 2050 [2]. This is despite
their relatively modest development to date in Baden-Württemberg, especially in terms of onshore wind energy when
compared to other federal states in the north of Germany. In 2013, for example, the amount of electricity produced by
onshore wind capacities in Baden-Wuerttemberg was around 0.7 TWh, which is approximately 1.1 % of the gross power
generation, compared to 8.5 % for the whole of Germany [3, 4]. In order to catch up on the backlog there has been a recent
continuing debate about the various potentials, costs, social acceptance and land use constraints of onshore wind energy in
this region. The latter two aspects are especially related to the increasing locally-installed turbine capacity and hub heights,
which may negatively affect the aesthetic quality of the landscape.

Several studies have examined the technical potentials and related costs for onshore wind energy in BadenWürttemberg in particular as well as Germany as a whole [5]-[6][8]-[9]. The most common approach is to exclude
unsuitable areas, e.g. protection and settlement areas, using geographical information systems (GIS) in combination with
wind power density functions and/or suitability factors to account for further constraints [5][8][10]-[14]. This approach is
usually applied for larger geographical areas (e.g. worldwide or countries), is easy to implement and fast in computation.
However, for more detailed local insights, this approach can be too rough and in terms of suitability factors somewhat
arbitrary. This can be avoided by placing wind turbines directly, for example by using an algorithm. This bottom-upapproach is commonly used on a regional level although it is also applicable for larger regions such as countries [6]-[7][9].
The advantage of this method is a higher accuracy, particularly when it comes to handling smaller areas (less than 0.05
km²) where the wind power density approach can significantly underestimate the technical potential [8].
Table 1 – Overview of relevant studies that have analyzed onshore wind energy potentials
Potential
determined/
analyzed

Source

Area analyzed

Method

McKenna et al. [5]

Baden-Württemberg

Technical,
economically
analyzed

Power densities using single turbine types.

LUBW [6]

Baden-Württemberg

Technical

Wind turbine placing algorithm with a single wind
turbine.

SchallenbergRodríguez
and
Notario-del Pino [7]

Canary Isles

Technical

Wind turbine placing algorithm using a single wind
farm configuration layout for a reference turbine.

McKenna et al. [8]

Germany

Technical,
economically
analyzed

Power densities using a minimal generation costs
criterion and a set of different turbines.

UBA [9]

Germany

Technical-ecological

Wind turbine placing algorithm using a maximum
full load hour criterion for two different turbine
types.

Fueyo et al. [10]

Spain

Technical

Power densities using single turbine types.

Gass et al. [11]

Austria

Technical

Power densities using single turbine types.

Nguyen et al. [12]

Vietnam

Technical

Power densities using a single turbine.

McKenna et al. [13]

Europe

Technical,
economically
analyzed

Power densities using a minimal generation costs
criterion for large turbines (> 3 MW).

Hoogwijk et al. [14]

Worldwide

Technical,
economically
analyzed

Power densities using a linear relation between wind
speed and full load hours.

This study

Baden-Württemberg

Socio-technical,
economically
analyzed

Wind turbine and wind farm placing algorithm using
a minimum generation costs criterion and a set of
different wind turbines

Whilst these contributions provide valuable insights for energy system models as well as for commercial and political
decision-making, they partly overlook some of the “softer” socio-economic factors relating to the development of wind
energy. Some of these factors, such as the attitudes of the local population towards wind turbines and parks, are arguably
equally as if not more important than purely technical or economic ones. The degree to which wind turbines are perceived
to negatively affect the visual quality of the landscape depends on several factors, most importantly landscape attributes
and the siting of turbines [15]. In order to obtain a more realistic estimation of that fraction of the technical and economic
potentials that might be achieved in practice, these and related aspects must be considered in detail.
Against this background, this study develops and applies a bottom-up method for wind turbine and park placement,
which explicitly considers some of the constraints associated with social acceptance and land use planning. Therefore, a
geo-referenced database containing information about landscape aesthetic aspects [16] as well as constraints derived from
rules of land use planning is employed. The latter comprises rules that should prevent too many wind turbines at a certain
site (landscape aesthetic aspects) and scattered wind turbines (promote concentration zones), amongst other things [17]-

[18]. Since these rules are specified by regional public planning organizations, they can be considered to be an accurate
reflection of local social acceptance of wind energy. In other words, the local land use planning rules can be taken as a
proxy for public acceptance. Furthermore, the methodology includes other novelties like the implementation of a rotation
matrix in order to consider prevailing wind directions and variable rotor diameters. Wind speed data (resolution 50 m x 50
m) is used at 5 different hub heights (80 m – 160 m), which allows wind profiles to be created by interpolation for each
raster, to reduce further uncertainty arising from the commonly used logarithmic law. Additionally, to improve the
accuracy further, a possible degradation of wind parks over the operation time which results in a lower energy output and
higher costs are also considered. The method is implemented in the geographical information system ArcGIS and
MATLAB®.
The paper is structured as follows: first the definition of the term ‘potential‘ is discussed and the methodology to
determine the socio-technical potential is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the results are presented and a sensitivity
analysis is conducted. Subsequently, these results are discussed and the methodology is critically scrutinized in section 4.
The conclusion is in section 5.

2.

METHODOLOGY

This section is subdivided into three subsections. The first subsection gives an overview of the term ‘potential’ and
defines more clearly what is meant by the ‘socio-technical potential’ employed in this paper. Secondly, the technical
potential is estimated by applying a land use planning module using a criteria catalogue to calculate the total available area
(geographical potential) and an algorithm to place wind turbines with the lowest cost of electricity (LCOE). Third, the
socio-technical potential and the associated costs are determined to derive the cost-potential-curve on a wind farm level.
2.1 The definition of the term ‘potential’
In line with Ref. [14] and [19] the term ‘potential’ is broadly distinguished in four categories, namely, the theoretical,
the technical, the economic and the feasible potential. The potentials can be defined as follows:


the theoretical potential: the physically usable amount of energy within a certain region and time. In the present
case of onshore wind, the theoretical potential would be the total power/energy in the wind over land in BadenWürttemberg.



the geographical potential: the area that is available for the generation of energy from the wind, accounting for
restrictions such as nature reservation areas and other land uses such as urban fabric and traffic routes. In the
present case the geographical potential is the total amount of area available in Baden-Württemberg, whilst
considering these restrictions.



the technical potential: the usable amount of energy under technical constraints within a certain region and time.
In this case the technical potential is the amount of energy generated by wind turbines installed within the
available area in Baden-Württemberg, whilst accounting for technical specifications such as conversion
efficiencies, spacing requirements and wake effects.



the economic potential: the technical potential that can be realized economically within a certain region and time.
This strongly depends on the perspective taken, i.e. whether assessed from a private investor’s or society’s
perspective, which manifests itself for example in the employed discount rate, as well as the economic criteria
employed, i.e. whether payback period, net present value, internal rate of return etc. In addition, the determination
of the economic potential can be difficult for markets with a more complex market design. In Germany, for
example, fixed feed-in tariffs (FITs) as well as market premiums exist. The latter is a function of the wholesale
electricity market price, the overall amount of wind energy produced within a month and the amount of energy
produced by wind turbine at a certain site within this month. Therefore, as wind turbines are more likely to be
situated in the north of Germany, the option of direct marketing for non-correlated wind turbines on other sites can
be more profitable. This is especially the case for wind turbines in Baden-Württemberg in the south of Germany
[20]. As a consequence the assessment of the technical potential in terms of the economic feasibility turns into a
case by case decision and cannot be done easily.



the feasible potential: the actual achievable economic potential, whilst accounting for market, organizational and
social barriers, which mean that in practice the economic potential is not realized. In the present case the focus is
on the socio-economic constraints resulting from landscape-aesthetical aspects and acceptance within the local
community in Baden-Württemberg.

Hence by employing these definitions each successive potential can be interpreted as a subset of the preceding
potential (see Fig. 1). Consequently, if social aspects are to be taken into account, the economic potential has to be
determined first. Calculating the economic potential for markets with a more complex market design as mentioned above

however, can be tough challenge. Furthermore, there is no evidence for the economic constraints to be more important
than constraints due to social acceptance.
Thus, to emphasize the importance of acceptance as well as to avoid calculating the economic potential in detail, the
term ‘socio-technical potential’ is introduced and is defined as follows:


the socio-technical potential: the actual achievable technical potential under constraints such as landscape
aesthetical aspects and acceptance within the local community.
Theoretical potential

Geographical potential

Technical potential
Feasible potential

Socio-technical potential

Economic potential

Figure 1. Overview of the different potentials (loosely based on [9])

The need to define more diversified potentials is not a novelty and was done by other authors before. Ref. [9]
differentiates between a technical potential and a techno-ecological potential to account especially for detrimental impacts
for human beings and animals whereas Ref. [14] differentiates between a technical and a geographical potential to
emphasize land use constraints. However, the introduction of a new potential term also leads to a change of the above
mentioned hierarchy of potential terms. The socio-technical potential can be classified into the hierarchy level next to the
economic potential such that the feasible potential can be calculated by simply permute the order of the constraints (here
social and economic).
Finally, it should be noted that the strict definitions of the potential terms given above are relaxed slightly in this paper.
This is because of the need to define a decision variable to place the wind turbines and wind parks. As a decision variable
the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is used whereas a minimization LCOE criterion is applied. It should therefore be
borne in mind that the technical and the socio-technical potential are, strictly speaking, only “assessed economically”. A
determination of the economic potential would require a consideration of further economic constraints such as FIT or
market designs, which is not carried out here as also done previously for the technical potential [8].
2.2 The technical potential
In this subsection, the technical potential, more precisely the technical potential economically assessed, is calculated.
Therefore, the geographical potential is determined in a first step. Secondly, the costs and energy yields are calculated. In
a last step, the optimal wind turbines for a certain place following a LCOE minimization criterion are placed.
a) Determination of the geographical potential
First, to determine the available land, unsuitable areas like settlement areas, protection areas and corresponding buffer
zones due to noise control for human beings and for certain birds as well as possible bird strikes are excluded. The
database for the land use data is the digital land use model ‘DLM-25 BW (ATKIS)’ of the State Agency for Spatial
Information and Rural Development Baden-Württemberg (LGL) [21]. As a database for the protection areas the
‘Räumliches Informations- und Planungssystem (RIPS)’ [Spatial Information and Planning System] of the Federal State
Institute for Environment Measurement and Nature Conservation Baden-Württemberg (LUBW) is employed [22]. As a
regional peculiarity, breeding ground and living space of the wood grouse cock is also accounted for, with data derived
from the Forest Research Institute of Baden-Württemberg (FVA) [23]. Other animal species that are considered as
sensitive to wind turbines according to [24] such as black and red kite, bats or peregrines are not considered due to local
case-by-case decisions if avoidance and compensatory measures are taken into account [25].
Furthermore, isolated areas with a total size smaller than 0.2 ha, which is considered as the minimum size for placing a
wind turbine, are also erased [26] and areas with a maximum slope of 20° and above are excluded [27]. The calculation of

the latter is carried out with the digital elevation model (DGM-25) of the LGL [28]. The spatial resolution of the databases
is 25 m. An overview of the exclusion and buffers employed in this study is given in Tab. 1.
Table 1: List of applied criteria for exclusion and buffer. (Own based on [29])

b) Calculation of the energy yield and the LCOEs
The resulting areas are then intersected with the wind speed data comprising average wind speeds for five different hub
heights (80 m, 100 m, 120 m, 140 m and 160 m). The wind speeds are derived from the RIPS with a spatial resolution of
50 m and are clustered in 0.25 m/s intervals from ‘< 4.50 m/s’, ‘4.50 – 4.75’, and so on up to ‘> 7.50 m/s’ [22]. The wind
profiles are then calculated by linear interpolation between the hub heights, thus avoiding the application of the commonly
used logarithmic law which is usually valid only for altitudes of 30-50 m, in neutrally stratified atmosphere and flat terrain
[30].

As the average wind speeds are known, the wind speed distribution at hub height can now be derived. In general, the
wind speed distribution can be calculated with the Weibull distribution
:
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where k is the shape factor of the Weibull distribution, A the scale factor of the Weibull distribution, and v is the
wind speed [m/s].
Typical values for k range between 1.5 for offshore and 2.5 for onshore sites with a high surface roughness. As the
wind speeds in this study, however, are lower than 7.5 m/s and the change of the total energy produced seems to be less
sensitive to the shape factor for these wind speeds, the shape factor k is assumed to be 2, and thus it can be approximated
by the Rayleigh distribution
[30]:
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where vm means wind speed [m/s]. As the wind speed distribution is known, the annual electricity generation can now
be obtained by using Eq. 3:
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where Et,el is the annual yield [kWh], T the total number of full load hours per year [h], ηwindpark the wind park
efficiency [%], d the degradation of energy output [%/year], t is the year and Pi(v) the power curve of turbine i [kW].
The wind park efficiency is 85% comprising energy losses due to operating losses such as sub-optimal control systems
and misaligned components (ηop=98%) [30]-[31], non-availability (ηavailability=97%) [32]-[33] and wake effects
(ηwake=90%). The latter assumption is strongly simplified, neglecting interdependencies between wind park size and wind
park arrangement as Tab. 2 for different wind park sizes exemplarily shows [34]-[35].
Table 2: Typical array efficiency for different size and spacings of square arrays (non-directional wind regime) [34].

The degradation, caused by, inter alia, fouling of blades, gradual reduction in component efficiency and the fact that
the availability declines with age due to more frequently occurring failures of turbines, is for newer turbines
(commissioned between 2002 – 2007) between 0.4% and 1.1% per year [36]-[37]. In this study, this value is assumed to be
0.7% per year.
Finally, the LCOEs are calculated. Based on the costs linked to the investment, the operating costs and the sum of the
yearly energy outputs this can be done with Eq. 4 [38]. The interest rate to discount the cash flows is the usual capital costs
on the market (weighted average costs of capital, WACC) and is assumed to be 7.9%. The equity contribution is 22% at
9% discount rate and the debt contribution is 78% with 3.8% [39]. The economic operational lifetime is assumed to be 20
years.
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where I0 is the investment expenditures [€], At the annual total costs in year t [€/year], n the economic operational
lifetime [years], i the interest rate [%], and t the year (1,2,…n).
The investment for a wind turbine usually is given in Euro per kW and for onshore wind turbines in Germany is
between approximately 1400 and 1700 €/kW (including ancillary costs) for nominal powers between 2.0 and 3.5 MW in
2013 [39]. However, as the investment is not directly linked to a specific wind turbine and for this reason neither to a
specific power curve, it is not possible to calculate accurately the LCOE according to Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Instead, a
methodology is used which is described in detail in Ref. [8] based on simple mass-based cost components. The specific
investment corresponds to a range of 1100 – 2200 €/kW.
The operating costs can either be expressed as costs per kWh or costs per kW. As costs increase with operational
lifetime, costs per kWh are favored. According to Ref. [39] the operating costs are 2.41 €Cent/kWh for the first ten years
and 2.68 €Cent/kWh for the next ten years.
c) Placing the wind turbines
On the basis of this data, the optimal turbine (minimal LCOE) for a specific site can be calculated and the wind turbine
placing algorithm applied. As seed, the leftmost wind turbine with the minimum LCOE, within the matrix of all possible
turbine locations, is selected. This turbine is placed, an ellipse with e.g. 8D (eight rotor diameters) in prevailing and e.g.
3D in cross wind direction drawn, and a rotation matrix to consider the prevailing wind direction applied. Within this
ellipse no other wind turbine can be placed. This step is repeated until all possible wind turbines are placed.
2.3 The socio-technical potential
To account for landscape aesthetic aspects, landscapes that are considered to be particularly beautiful, unique and/or
original are excluded. Ref. [16] analyzed in a first step all structural sizes of the landscape in Baden-Württemberg such as
relief energy, land use or woodland borders. In a second step, 300 photos of representative sites were taken considering i.a.
season, image layout and weather conditions. On this basis, a survey was conducted in which around 400 participants
assessed these photos. The survey revealed a high level of consistency between the participants, which is seen as an
intersubjective validation. In a final step, a regression analysis was carried out between the survey results and the structural
sizes. The result was a map with a spatial resolution of 100 m with information about the quality of the landscape
quantified by values between 0 and 10, where a 10 means an extraordinary quality. Outstanding landscapes can now be
extracted by a statistical threshold that is defined by the arithmetical mean plus the standard deviation [40].
In order to account for constraints derived from rules of land use planning, such as landscape aesthetic aspects and
concentration zones, the following steps are undertaken. A minimum and maximum number of wind turbines that can form
a wind park and a maximum distance between two possible wind turbines within a wind park are implemented. Then, a
buffer zone around the wind parks is defined, where no other wind park can be commissioned. The minimum wind park
size is assumed to be three wind turbines and the maximum wind park size is twenty. The buffer range is between 3000
and 5000 meters [17][18]. For the minimum distance between two different wind turbines 1200 meters, which is
approximately 10 rotor diameters with 120 m, is assumed.

The algorithm begins by building clusters of wind turbines with equal LCOEs and the cluster with minimum LCOEs is
selected first (see Figure 3). Thereupon, a range search for this LCOE-cluster is run. Then, starting with the first turbine in
the list, all possible successors in the list are searched and the turbine with the lowest LCOE and distance to this turbine is
selected. If a successor can be found, the search resumes, and so on. It is quite similar to the nearest neighbor algorithm but
step n

B

C

A

step n+1

Wind turbine of LCOEcluster,i
Wind turbine of LCOEcluster,i+1
Placed wind turbine in a wind park
wind turbine within
buffer of two wind parks

step n+2

Vertice ≤ 1200 m
Vertice ≥ 1200 m
Vertice to wind turbine
within buffer of two wind parks

s

step n+3

p
r
q

Figure 2: Algorithm to place wind parks.

the predecessors are not excluded and the LCOE is accounted for as well. This can be compared to crystal growth where
constraints such as the minimum and maximum number of atoms must be met. In Fig. 2 in ‘step n’ only the wind park A
meets these requirements whereas wind park B and C are too small. Thus, wind park A is marked as a placed wind park
(see step n+1 in Fig. 2), the wind turbines in wind park B and C, however, are transferred into a temporary list but not yet
deleted. These wind turbines can possibly be connected with another wind turbine of the next LCOE-turbine-cluster (see
‘step n+2’ in Fig. 2) as long as the wind turbine is not located within the buffer zone of two different wind parks.
Otherwise, the wind turbine has to be deleted (see Fig. 2, the wind turbine ‘p’ in ‘step n+3’. The wind turbines ‘q’, ‘r’ and
‘s’ are transferred into the temporary list).

3.

RESULTS

The available suitable area in Baden-Württemberg for wind energy is estimated at 4.402 km². This is about 600 km²
more than in previous studies using public databases [8], which is thought to be due to the use of suitability factors. The
technical potential without considering any constraints is between 50.9 TWh and 132.1 TWh, strongly depending on the
area covered by the ellipse surrounding individual turbines. This relationship is nonlinear, as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore
it is observed that the geometry of the ellipse also has a small effect.
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Figure 3. Technical potential as a function of the applied ellipse.

With a reference ellipse of 3D x 8D, which is chosen as the reference configuration, the wind park placing algorithm is
applied. With a buffer zone of 3000 m around the wind park and a minimum number of wind turbines of three per wind
park, the socio-technical potential and the associated costs are calculated. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is conducted,
varying the buffer zone and the minimum number of wind turbines per wind park. The results are shown in Fig. 4, which
shows that the socio-technical potential of 23.0 TWh is very sensitive to these factors. Firstly, the minimum number of
wind turbines per wind park is varied. In doing so, the socio-technical potential increases from 23.0 TWh for a minimum
of three wind turbines to 27.0 TWh for five, and reaches 29.4 TWh for seven wind turbines. In a next step, the buffer zone
is varied. For a minimum of three turbines and a buffer zone of 5 km the socio-technical potential almost halves to 11.8
TWh, but increases again with the number of minimum turbines, and is 14.8 TWh for a minimum of five, and 16.9 TWh

Figure 4. Cost-potential-curves for different buffer zones around the wind park and for different number of wind turbines per wind park.

for a minimum of seven wind turbines. Thus, a socio-technical potential for wind energy in Baden-Württemberg between
11.8 TWh and 29.4 TWh is obtained.
In addition, also the effect on the distribution for the two assumed buffer zones is investigated and compared to an
approach without any constraints in terms of land use planning. To compare the results, the distribution of a possible wind
energy production in 2020 for Baden-Württemberg according to the goals set out by the federal government with 6.4 TWh
is investigated [2]. According to the LCOE criteria, only the most economical wind turbines are chosen to fulfill this goal.
Existing wind turbines are neglected as their energy production today is small (0.667 TWh in 2013) and as the model
seems to identify well the existing wind parks (see chapter 4 - validation) [3]. Lastly, the order of the calculated LCOEs
and technical aspects are assumed to be constant for 2020 as it is today. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
Without considering any constraints derived from land use planning, the whole energy production is strongly focused
in two regions: one in the north-east of Baden-Württemberg and the other in the south-west. In the remaining regions of
Baden-Württemberg, besides a few scattered wind parks in the south and south-east, no wind park can be found. This
changes for a buffer of 3000 m. The energy production is now a little bit more widespread and less intense focused.
Simultaneously, in the surroundings of the scattered wind producing communities, further wind parks can be found. This
trend is going to accelerate for a buffer of 5000 m, leading to an even more widespread energy production across BadenWürttemberg.

4.

DISCUSSION

4.1 Discussion of results
In comparison with other studies for Baden-Württemberg, the technical potential found here is partially according to
the technical potentials found in literature. McKenna et al. [8] estimate the technical potential in 2014 at 72.0 TWh, which
was found to be 71.9 TWh in this study for the same size of ellipse but with an additional 600 km² of available land. Ref.
[8] uses suitability factors and a wind power density function with an assumed ellipse of 5D x 8D. In another study, the

Figure 5. Produced energy in 2020 [GWh] by communities on most economic sites according to the goal of the federal government of BadenWürttemberg (6354 GWh) for the technical (top) and the socio-technical potential (below). Existing turbines are not considered (~ 667 GWh).

LUBW in 2013 calculates a total technical potential for Baden-Württemberg of 122.4 TWh [6]. LUBW uses a wind
turbine placing algorithm with an ellipse of 3D x 5D without considering any constraints in terms of land use planning.
The LUBW possess a better data basis (e.g. nightly military low flying operation routes, civil links), uses smaller and
constant rotor diameters (100 m) with a nominal power of 3 MW and excludes areas with wind speeds less than 5.5 m/s at
140m. Hence, as the LUBW determines solely the technical potential based on different assumptions, a comparison with
the current methodology is difficult.
After considering the social constraints, the socio-technical potential is determined between 11.8 and 29.4 TWh and
therefore less than the half of the technical potential. Since land use constraints are land-consuming and eliminate a lot of
available area, this result seems plausible but is not yet validated. To do so, the 2.500 most economical wind turbines

determined by the algorithm are plotted exemplarily together with existing wind turbines and already planned wind parks
in Fig. 6 for two different buffer zones of 3000 m and 5000 m for the administrative district Main-Tauber-Kreis. The
majority of the wind turbines for a buffer of 5000 m seems to correspond well to the existing wind turbines and planned
wind parks, even if not all wind parks are identified. The same can be stated for a buffer of 3000 m, although the quality is
difficult to tell with respect to heavily scattered wind parks.
buffer=3000m

buffer=5000m

Wind turbine (model)
Wind park (planned)

Wind turbine (existing)

Available area

Figure 6. Wind turbines placed by the algorithm in comparison with existing wind turbines and planned wind parks in the Main-Tauber-Kreis.

Wind turbines are distributed more widely across the whole federal state of Baden-Württemberg for cost-potential
curves based on the socio-technical potential than based on the purely technical potential. For grid extension planners and
energy system modelers this is an important factor, since future occurring overproduction of wind energy is less
concentrated in one region and additionally wind regimes of different administrative districts are not 100% correlated with
each other. This may result in a more smoothed energy production, by exploiting the wind potentials in areas that are not,
or inversely, correlated.
Furthermore, the sequence of wind turbines added by the wind park placing algorithm was investigated (Fig. 7). Two
sequences for a buffer of 3000 m around the wind park, one with a minimum number of 3 (sequence a) and the other with
a minimum number of 7 wind turbines (sequence b) are compared. Fig. 7 shows, that the curve of ‘sequence b’ runs above

Figure 7. Wind turbines added by the algorithm for a buffer zone of 3000 m and two different minimum number of wind turbines per wind park.

the ‘sequence a’ in the beginning but gets overtaken by ‘sequence a’ between 3 and 4 TWh. Moreover, the amplitude of
‘sequence b’ fluctuates more strongly, which implies that in this case wind parks tend to consist of a mixture of very
economical and less economical wind turbines. As market players usually try to maximize their profits, however, the
commissioning of such wind parks can be doubted and ‘sequence b’ therefore assumed to be less realistic than ‘sequence
a’ which leads to a reduced socio-technical potential.

4.2 Discussion of methodology
In this section, the developed and employed methodology is critically discussed and potential improvements are
highlighted. First, the possibility to incorporate merging wind parks should be addressed. This fact causes errors each time
when at least two wind-intensive sites are next to each other (see Fig. 2 in previous section), e.g. two hills with enough
space for 3 wind turbines each and a distance between them of 3 km, whereas to merge would be more economical than to
develop separately. In reality, however, this can also be interpreted as an acting of two competing market players or two
market players with limited funds. In order to quantify this error, the conducted sensitivity analysis in terms of the
minimum number of wind turbines per wind park may serve as a rough guide. According to that, the socio-technical
potential varies strongly with the number of minimum wind turbines per wind park: 6.4 TWh for a buffer of 3000 m and
5.1 TWh for a buffer of 5000 m.
Another question is the quality of the wind data. The previously mentioned problem with wind turbines in the forest
can also arise from incomplete wind speed data as the effect of turbulence is not taken into account [43]. A recent study,
however, shows a velocity profile with a sudden move towards higher wind speeds in the height of 100 m in the transition
from turbulent to laminar flow whose consideration could make an additional constraint such as minimum hub height
obsolete [44]. Another possible error in this context is the wind speed resolution of 0.25 m/s. If the wind speed e.g. in 80 m
and 100 m is the same, the gradient of the wind velocity profile is flat. Further, Ref. [43] indicates that the uncertainty in
complex terrain structures can amount up to ± 0.25 m/s at 100 m and ± 0.40 m/s at 140 m.
Further issues with the methodology relate to the types of potentials assessed and the criteria employed to do so. One
main novelty of this work lies in the application of quantitative data relating to the visual sensitivity of the general
population, which alongside land use planning constraints are used to exclude areas unsuitable for wind parks. Hence areas
that are considered especially beautiful, as well as those where there is resistance to planning processes, are excluded from
the potential analysis. Hence these barriers, which result from aesthetic appreciation as well as land use planning, are taken
as a proxy for social acceptance in the definition of the socio-technical potential. Whilst these criteria are thought to be
indicative of a general tendency it is likely that there are deviations from this in specific areas. There are more aspects to
social acceptance than aesthetics, so whilst this study represents a first attempt at accounting for social acceptance in large
scale wind potential analysis, the limitations of this dataset should be borne in mind. Future work should therefore attempt
to understand the representativeness of this dataset, derived from 300 photos and a questionnaire of 400 people [16], in
accounting for social constraints in general.
Finally, the limited consideration of the economic potential, i.e. only the economical assessment of the socio-technical
potential, should be mentioned. The LCOE criteria employed here is problematic for several reasons. Firstly, it takes the
macro-economic perspective, that is, it does not aim at profit-maximization as in the case of most real-world wind projects.
Instead, the LCOE method focused on cost-minimization and therefore does not account for the energy-political
framework in the form of the EEG in Germany. When examined from the perspective of the investor other than the
“central planner”, therefore, other locations would be favoured than the ones selected here. Secondly, the LCOEs as
calculated here (cf. equation 4) do not consider all costs relevant to generation and integration of electricity from onshore
wind, collectively known as the system costs and including cost positions such as grid, balancing and profile costs [41].
Whilst this is not significant for smaller proportions of wind in the electricity system, as the penetration becomes increases
so too does the significance of these system costs. Thirdly, and related to this second point, is the fact that the LCOE
approach takes no consideration of the respective location of wind energy generators with respect to one another. Hence
the potential reduction of the system costs for the whole electricity/energy system, in this case Baden-Württemberg, e.g.
through an exploitation of locations with a minimum or negative correlation of wind power, is not considered with this
approach. Relatively recent changes in the German Renewable Energies Act (EEG), whereby direct marketing of
electricity from wind is now an option, thus achieving higher revenues if the wind power is not highly correlated with the
wholesale electricity market price. Another possibility to better account for the system costs could be made by considering
further constraints such as distances to substations to account for costs of grid connection or the ownership structure of the
land between the wind park and the grid connection point. This can be considered for example by excluding all available
areas with a distance more than 10 km from a grid line or a substation, which was already proposed by [10], or the
distances can be multiplied with the costs per meter of the cable. Fourthly, also the implementation of a further technical
constraint regarding wind turbines in forests should be considered. Wind turbines in forests usually need higher hub
heights to avoid turbulent flow conditions [42], but the application of just one economic decision parameter, in the form of
the minimum LCOE, was not sufficient to regard this technical constraint. These are all aspects that should be addressed in
future work, perhaps starting with an analysis of the generation profiles from a scenario set of possible wind parks and
configurations.

5.

CONCLUSION

Motivated by the lack of attention given to social restrictions in the large-scale assessment of wind energy potentials,
this paper has proposed a new methodology to place wind parks based on graphic-theoretical considerations to account for

rules of land use planning. In doing so, the term socio-technical potential was introduced to emphasize the importance of
acceptance and bring the methodology into accordance with the existing definitions. The technical potential for BadenWürttemberg in this paper was found to be 71.9 TWh, which is largely in agreement with previous studies, whereas the
socio-technical potential was estimated between 11.8 TWh and 29.4 TWh at costs between 7 and 14 €ct/kWh, strongly
depending on the assumptions relating to wind park size and spacing. In addition, the dependency of the distribution of the
future energy production of wind parks on the size of buffer zones was investigated and compared to the distribution of a
future energy production on the basis of a purely technical potential. This resulted in a substantial spatial shift in the
location of wind energy production, which is especially relevant in order to break the federal state target for wind energy
down to the communal level. The results generated here thus represent crucial inputs to energy system models and the
general energy-political discourse in the region. In order to test the quality of the wind turbine placing algorithm, already
existing and planned wind parks were compared to modeled wind park locations, and a very good correlation could be
observed. The bottom-up methodology is therefore considered to be appropriate for the present purpose but could be
improved in future work to consider more technical, economic and social constraints. In particular, the focus should lie on
the development of an economic criterion, which unlike the LCOE is able to account for the system costs of a widespread
wind energy development, including network expansion, balancing power and reserve energy costs. To this end a better
understanding of the (non-)correlation between potential sites for wind parks could help to identify a distribution of
locations that, whilst individually partly economically suboptimal, are optimal from a systems perspective.
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